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FIFA's world-class physiotherapist Dan Harper, a 23-time FIFA World Player of the Year, has been working with FIFA 22 to create movements that further enhance his work. Harper spent hours making sure the player movements were perfect. This is a smart tech that incorporates both ideas from the player and the virtual footballer. Harper believes it shows the
future of FIFA: “We're using all of the data that exists around the world and bringing it into this game, to make it more authentic than ever before. You can mix them together and put them all together, and we're still creating it, so you can do it as a player. You can feel the game, you can see the game, you can go past the game – you can see the coaches, the
players, all the data and data coming from the world." Next, Dan dives deep into FIFA 22 gameplay and FIFA’s new technology. FRISCO, Texas – October 16, 2017 – FIFA.com: Congratulations on the launch of FIFA 22. Can you go into some detail on the enhancements and innovations that you’ve worked on for the latest FIFA? FIFA 22 looks set to be the most
physically challenging and authentic football game ever made – even more than FIFA 19, as our technical director, Marcus Sorensen, has set the bar so high. This means the ball speeds up, spins unpredictably, and flies further. Add to that our goalkeepers making a virtual first save every time, and it’s a whole new experience! Back in the game years ago, we
began building a whole new engine to power our sports games. One thing we needed to create was accurate player animation, meaning that every player had to be able to bend, sprint and jump just like the players of today. So we started with a player study. We researched over 50 different players, to try and understand what movements they really make. From
there, we translated that into an animation, then fine-tuned it on our motion capture suit, a bulky suit that monitors and records the body’s position as we move it – think of a beehive with 100 sensors. We then used this data to power movement in the game. FIFA’s world-class physiotherapist, Dan Harper, spent hours making sure the player animations were
perfect. We also wanted to make the ball spin more realistically than ever, so we

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Significant improvements to FIFA 21 Ultimate Team (FUT) gameplay
FIFA 22 is more realistic, more immersive, more intuitive and more varied than any other football title on the market
More than 650 real-life players are included from across the globe
New Player Traits that affect the overall style, mentality, timing, fitness and playing ability of the player
A groundbreaking new player-wide Physics system that makes every player feel completely unique
All-new Immersion, Intelligence and Player Interaction features that give you far greater control over every aspect of your club and that lets you live out your favorite moments in the game
Enhanced AI – A new realistic, human-like approach to artificial intelligence, along with hundreds of new improvements and tweaks to AI behaviour
Enhanced Player Movement – Introducing zebra, highlighting and jumping, more momentum and more consistent handling
More accurate dribbling with new physics-based “Smooth Touch Dribbling” interaction, off the ball, skill moves and speed of interaction
Real-world kit – English Premier League’s Crystal Palace will debut their alternate home shirt, as well as the new kits for Cardiff City, Sunderland, Hull City, Crystal Palace and Los Angeles
The return of familiar faces such as Junya Tanaka and Alessandro Diamanti, as well as players like Diego Costa, Behailu Pinera, and Marko Marin
New Player Animations: take a closer look at their personality, individuality and style
All-new Clubs: from Johannesburg’s Black Leopards, to a bunch of New York’s Rosters, from Eldoret to Nantes
Over 600 new boots, lots of shirt sponsors, over 150 modified kits, and more Real Clubs to represent clubs from around the world
In-game video, live streams and player highlight reels
Zones where specific goals can be scored
Partner brands and television rights deals
Multiplayer
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FIFA is one of the world’s biggest sports games, providing players with unforgettable matches and unmissable moments, where strategy and technique deliver results that feel as authentic as the real game. For FIFA 17, the team at EA Canada set out to redefine the game and revolutionize the player experience. Featuring key gameplay changes to deliver an
unprecedented level of control and connection, we’ve helped redefine the rules of the game – the key to unlocking the real potential of the sport. Vital to every new gameplay experience are the fundamental changes that bring the game more closely in line with the real-world sport. The most significant of these include: The introduction of ball physics to give
players an unprecedented level of control and connection. An all-new goalkeeper system featuring predictive blocking and a new understanding of the shape of a player, giving them the agility to make crucial saves with style and panache. Game modes have been improved – all with new abilities and improved physics, making the game feel even more authentic.
This is a game that holds the number one spot – no matter who you are or which clubs you support. Key Features New Ball Physics: The new ball physics combine standard and predictive behaviours, so you can run with your opponent or the ball; chase down and stop opposition players; and put away passes with style and accuracy. Enhanced tackling: New
tackling has been refined so players can move and fall in a more realistic and attacking manner, and defend with agility and authority. Innovative Player Shape: Players have been further refined; we’ve worked closely with the player’s physical model team to reduce leg swing and improve the sensation of wearing the ball, making for a more realistic feel when
playing with the ball at your feet. Instinctive Behaviour: Instinctive Behaviour allows you to choose the ideal play on the pitch – take the ball around your man, run and dribble past him or tap the ball into open space to counter-attack. The new system brings the game to life, feeling more natural than ever before. Improved Player Trajectory: With the new ball
physics, players will move more smoothly and finish with more accurate moves, creating better flow and animation. Passionate Gameplay: You’ll have the opportunity to show your skills and work your way to victory using new moves, dribbling with finesse and bc9d6d6daa
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Build and manage a dream FUT squad with over 3,500 officially licensed players from around the world. Take your new Pro from the training ground to the pitch with over 500 real-world drills. And create your perfect formation, tactics and team chemistry with the new formation editor. FIFA Challenges – Join the world of FIFA Ultimate Team, where you can win
great rewards, earn great rewards, and compete with the whole world to improve your performance. Test your knowledge in new take on classic Knowledge Quests as you compete against an AI counterpart for rewards. Then, take on the challenges in the new Score Attack mode, where you’ll have to master skills such as Ball Control, Decision-Making, and Agility,
to earn higher scores. Available in both the FIFA Ultimate Team and FIFA Manager modes. FIFA Ultimate Live – Fight for your club in authentic matches from around the world in the new FIFA Ultimate Live mode. Developed by FIFA, PES, and UEFA, this mode combines elements of FIFA Ultimate Team with MatchDay and features fantastic player likeness. FIFA
Mobile – FIFA World Cup, UEFA Champions League and UEFA Super Cup Mobile games. It’s FIFA, simplified. With three fantastic game modes, more than 4,000 official player kits, 350 clubs from around the globe and more than 500 challenges, FIFA Mobile is the mobile version of the world’s biggest soccer sim. EXCLUSIVE FEATURES – FIFA 22 delivers a unique
season structure and meaningful transfer market updates that include the first official draft of a transfer market. Establish an evolution-proof squad with a selection of more than 8,000 players in career and create-a-player modes, all optimised for the new FIFA Ultimate Team experience. FIFA 20’s DYNAMIC OPTIMISED GAME WORLD – Everything from the unique,
dynamic crowd animations to the crowds themselves, the match flow, the on-pitch gameplay dynamics, and the pitch environments themselves, each and every moment of the game has been designed, built and optimised to create an immersive football experience. FIFA 20’s BREAKING NEW TECHNOLOGY – FIFA 20 marks a new generation of FIFA with a game
that’s unrivalled in its use of cutting-edge technology. INTERACTIVE ROSTERING AND TRANSFER MARKET – FIFA 20 features the all-new ‘Synchronised’ AI, which allows you to interact with your squad and

What's new in Fifa 22:

Brand New Art Style: A new brand-new art style similar to Pro Evolution Soccer games has been introduced. Different from the previous games, the new art style is much clearer, cleaner and easier to recognise.
New Be A Pro Gameplays: This new feature adds a new, deeper progression system for Pro players. As a player progresses in his Pro career, he can unlock more rewards via the Be A Pro feature. New gameplay features
include: Matchday Experience, Team Jobs, Fine Tuning, Squad Building and Goal Party.
Improved Player Intelligence & AI: Pro Player Intelligence (PPI) has been improved in FIFA 22, with improvements in Player Essence, Individual Intelligence, Strength and Direction and Pace.
Improved Matches: In FIFA 22, you can now choose to play with The Co-Axis system which gives you the option to play matches with 4 on 4 formation.
New Dynamic System Environment: All environments, including stadiums and training grounds, have been tuned to allow for a new dynamic system, with fewer pauses, and quicker match pace.
Improved Player Balance: FIFA 22 introduces a range of new game choices to ensure that all players are able to suit their style of play and have an equal chance of playing. FIFA 22 introduces a range of new, intelligent game
choices to ensure that all players are able to suit their style of play and have an equal chance of playing. This includes adapting the skill level of AI teammates.
New Ball Physics: Experience new physics in your ability to move with the ball, with intelligent foot and set piece work, and more awareness when jumping. Ball physics now react to players’ actual physicality, challenging the
previously unnerving vice of jiggling in and jiggling out.
Improved Goalkeeper Difficulty: Improved goalkeeper decision making and positioning. and reaction.
New Graphics: For the first time in a long time, the game uses the PS4's SPUs for graphics processing, allowing for stunning visuals. New graphics includes, but is not limited to: the ability to turn the sun on/off, day/night
cycle effects 
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FIFA is the largest sports videogame franchise in the world. Every year, more than 600 million players around the world choose to live out their dreams of sport through EA SPORTS FIFA. Bigger, better and more realistic. Every
year, EA SPORTS FIFA delivers an annual game with an unmatched sense of realism. Watch all of the world's best athletes live out their sport as if they were really playing. Match dynamics and player reactions across the pitch
bring real emotion to the action. Every new feature, be it a new shot type or a new mechanic, will make you feel the action on every pitch. Size up your competitor. FIFA's AI technology has never been more advanced. Players
use every tool at their disposal to gain the advantage on the pitch. They employ every tactic available to choose the ideal moment to attack or defend. Every detail is designed to leave an impression on you, the player. Sound
the alarm. Every action on the pitch gets amplified by the rest of the stadium. Champions and ordinary supporters shout, scream and even cheer. Stadiums will react dynamically to the action, bringing the pitch to life. Every
time you score, the crowd will celebrate. Every time you miss, they’ll boo. Everyone will have a voice on the biggest stage in sport. Put your touch where it matters. Every player in FIFA shows skin that is alive with emotion.
You won't just be watching the game: you’ll feel it. Every dribble, pass and shot will look realistic, as if you were really out there with the pros. Every touch, pass, or shot could be the game-winning play. What will it be? Bring
it to Life. When EA SPORTS FIFA 20 comes to life on the pitch, you’ll feel the emotion. Players will wear their emotions on their sleeve and you’ll hear them roar when they get the chance to score. Every player will have their
own personality, and a new season of innovations will bring fresh depth to their gameplay. The face of FIFA. The World’s game, on the way to becoming the World’s game. Get your share of FIFA, the World's game. Being a
FIFA club owner was always a dream. Now, dreams become reality. Open the doors for your team. Become a multi-millionaire and become the face of FIFA. A new generation of managers will battle it out
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP2 (SP3 for the 64-bit edition) Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.4 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Video: DirectX 9-compatible, 128 MB video RAM DirectX: Version 9.0c Recommended: OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.8 GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual Core 2.8 GHz Memory: 3 GB RAM Video: DirectX 9-compatible, 128 MB
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